7 CONSIDERATIONS FOR

Cultural Awareness and Equitable Practices
for Administrators, Counselors, and Educators
by Lisa Lucario and Reiko Foster
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BE SELF-REFLECTIVE

Self-reflection should be a constant practice. Identify who you are
and where you are, with attention to the privileges and blind spots,
i.e. “I don't know any black history .”Pay attention to the growth in
your community and school. Does everyone "feel seen?"

Familiarize yourself with content and contexT
Avoid relying on any of your students to teach you but instead develop instruction
that includes their experiences and interests. Educate yourself before teaching
blindly, like you would any other important curriculum that is impactful.
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IMPLEMENT MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES
Be critical of the materials you use for curriculum planning. Consider visual
representation within the staff, classroom and school so that students consistently
feel a part of the community. Absolutely avoid stereotypes, and if you do not
understand what that entails, please ask for support.

ACCEPT THAT YOU WIlL MAKE MISTAKES
Acknowledge mishandlings or oversights and grow from them. Even the
most self-aware and socially conscious teacher will mess up. We all do.
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BE PERSISTENT AND CONTINUE TO TRY
Listen openly when others (especially your students and their families)
offer you suggestions. Reflect and evolve. The world is ever changing and
so is the art of teaching. Best practices should reflect those changes.
Hold the tension between yourself and “the work"
Teaching is filled with constant changes and challenges. The most socially
conscious teacher, can still falter. This work is more than just about
teaching students—it's about your professional and personal growth, too.

Initiate “courageous conversations”
Be willing to have conversations with peers and leadership teams about any blind spots in
curriculum or practices. Be courageous enough to pivot and address moments when students or even
work peers display behaviors that could be harmful or dismissive to a fellow student or coworker.
Finding opportunities to employ equitable practices will benefit classroom cultures and work
environments. Professional training and development in areas such as Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion, Impact vs. Intent, or Responsive Counseling can only strengthen practices.

